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RISER

The ‘Riser’ Hydrants are new to the Williams Product Range. The Riser Hydrant design is nothing new 
to the market, but with our experienced installation team installing many different brands, we soon 
discovered the advantages and disadvantages of each of the hydrants. We thought why don’t we 
build a hydrant using all the benefits from other brands, plus adding our own touch to the design. 

Simple to install

Sizing to suit Poly and PVC pipe of common sizes

Totally hot-dipped galvanised

Completely built in-house

Built to last

Just the best

NZ Designed and Manufactured

Neat and tidy, easy to use

Built to last

Cost effective

Hydrant Unit 



TALK TO US ABOUT YOUR EFFLUENT SPREADING REQUIREMENTS AND WE CAN 
TAILOR MAKE A SYSTEM TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS

Williams’ Riser Hydrant
 

NO CLAMPS! - Clamps loosen over time and then start leaking. Instead, we use pressure sealing seals. We
have used these seals in our Zero Loss Hydrants for over 20 years. 

Seals don’t blow out - The Riser has the seals in the bridge which prevents build-up in the seal and reduces
the chance of the seal being blown out. 

Easier to assemble - Through installing other brands of hydrants ourselves, we have found measuring while 
installing is inconvenient. Therefore, we have pressed reference points of our hydrant legs which makes it 
easy to get the correct leg height. 

One spanner or socket to assemble - We have square holes in our hydrant brackets so we can use cup
head bolts. That means you only need one spanner instead of two, which gives you a spare hand, making
these hydrants easy for one man to install. 

WHY ARE THE WILLIAMS ‘RISERS’ BETTER THAN THE REST?
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WE’VE GOT THE MOOPOO SOLUTION FOR YOU
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